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AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND 

A. PROCEEDINGS COMMENCED 

i) ACCC takes court action in relation to TripAdvisor reviews 

The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) has instituted proceedings in 

the Federal Court against Meriton Property Services Pty Ltd (Meriton) in connection with the 

posting of reviews of its serviced apartments on the TripAdvisor website. 

TripAdvisor offers a service called ‘Review Express’ where participating businesses provide 

TripAdvisor with email addresses of recent customers who have consented to passing on their 

details.  TripAdvisor then emails the customers, prompting them to submit a review of their 

recent experience with that business. 

The ACCC alleges that from November 2014 to October 2015, Meriton took steps to prevent 

guests it suspected would give a negative review from receiving TripAdvisor’s ‘Review Express’ 

email to avoid them posting potentially negative reviews. 

The ACCC is seeking pecuniary penalties, declarations, injunctions, corrective publication 

orders, orders for the implementation of a consumer law compliance program and costs. 

ACCC media release 

ii) ACCC takes court action over online review websites 

The ACCC has instituted proceedings in the Federal Court against Aveling Homes Pty Ltd 

(Aveling Homes), a Perth-based home building company, for alleged misleading conduct and 

false or misleading representations.  The alleged conduct is in relation to review websites 

Aveling Homes created for its businesses, Aveling Homes and the First Home Owner’s Centre. 

The ACCC alleges that Aveling Homes created review websites that represented they were 

independent of Aveling Homes, and that the appearance, layout and features gave consumers the 

overall impression that they were affiliated with an independent third party consumer review 

website, Product Review, when this was not the case. 

The ACCC also alleges that the review websites were deliberately managed by Aveling Homes 

to ensure a favourable overall impression, by obscuring or removing unfavourable reviews. 

ACCC media release  

iii) ACCC takes court action against Kimberly-Clark on “flushable” wipes 

The ACCC has instituted proceedings in the Federal Court against Kimberly-Clark Australia Pty 

Ltd and separately against Pental Limited and Pental Products Pty Ltd alleging that they each 

made false or misleading representations in relation to ‘flushable’ wipes they marketed and 

supplied in Australia. 

http://www.accc.gov.au/media-release/accc-takes-action-against-meriton-over-online-reviews
http://www.accc.gov.au/media-release/accc-takes-action-against-aveling-homes-over-online-review-websites
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The ACCC alleges that, by labelling these products as “flushable”, consumers were led to 

believe that the products were similar to toilet paper and were suitable to be flushed down the 

toilet, when this was not the case.  Flushable wipes cause significant problems for water 

authorities and contribute to blockages in the sewerage systems. 

The ACCC is seeking declarations, pecuniary penalties, injunctions, corrective notices, 

compliance program orders and costs. 

ACCC media release 

iv) NZ Commerce Commission files charges over ‘made in New Zealand’ bee 

pollen claims 

The Commerce Commission has brought charges against Topline International Limited (Topline) 

and its director for falsely representing that its NatureBee Potentiated Bee Pollen (NatureBee) 

supplement was a New Zealand made and sourced product, when in fact the bee pollen was from 

China. 

NZ Commerce Commission media release 

B. JUDGMENTS 

i) Reckitt Benckiser receives highest ever Australian penalty for misleading 

conduct 

The Full Federal Court of Australia increased the penalty imposed on Reckitt Benckiser 

(Australia) Pty Ltd from AUD$1.7 million to AUD$6 million for making misleading 

representations about its Nurofen Specific Pain products. 

In December 2015, following admissions by Reckitt Benckiser, the Court found that Reckitt 

Benckiser engaged in misleading or deceptive conduct between 2011 and 2015 by making 

representations on its website and product packaging that Nurofen Specific Pain products were 

each formulated to specifically treat a particular type of pain, when this was not the case. 

In fact, each Nurofen Specific Pain product contains the same active ingredient which treats a 

wide variety of pain conditions and is no more effective at treating the type of pain described on 

its packaging than any of the other Nurofen Specific Pain products. 

On 29 April 2016, the trial judge ordered Reckitt Benckiser to pay a penalty of AUD$1.7 million 

for making misleading representations about its Nurofen Specific Pain products.  The ACCC 

appealed the Federal Court’s decision. 

The ACCC has been advocating for increased penalties under the current review of the 

Australian Consumer Law, the final report of which is due by March 2017. 

ACCC media release 

http://www.accc.gov.au/media-release/accc-takes-court-action-on-%E2%80%9Cflushable%E2%80%9D-wipes
http://www.comcom.govt.nz/the-commission/media-centre/media-releases/detail/2016/charges-filed-over-made-in-new-zealand-claims-about-naturebee-supplement
http://consumerlaw.gov.au/review-of-the-australian-consumer-law/about-the-review/
http://www.accc.gov.au/media-release/full-federal-court-orders-6-million-penalty-for-nurofen-specific-pain-products
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ii) Reckitt Benckiser fined in NZ for Nurofen Specific Pain products 

Reckitt Benckiser (New Zealand) Limited (RBNZ) was fined NZD$1.08 million in the Auckland 

District Court for misleading representations on its Nurofen Specific Pain products. Similar to 

the Australian proceedings, the product packaging stated that the products “targeted” a particular 

type of pain, when this was not the case. 

RBNZ admitted that between 2011 and 2015 its packaging of the products and representations on 

its website were liable to mislead consumers about the nature, characteristics and suitability of 

the products. 

NZ Commerce Commission media release 

iii) US corporation Valve fined for misleading consumers about rights to refunds 

Australia’s Federal Court ordered Valve Corporation (“Valve”) to pay penalties of AUD$3 

million for breaching the Australian Consumer Law by making false or misleading 

representations to consumers in relation to its online gaming platform, Steam. 

The Court held that the terms and conditions in the Steam subscriber agreements and refund 

policies, included false or misleading representations about consumers’ rights to obtain a refund 

for games if they were not of acceptable quality. 

In determining the fine the Court took into account “Valve’s culture of compliance [which] was, 

and is, very poor”. Valve’s evidence was ‘disturbing’ to the Court because Valve ‘formed a view 

…that it was not subject to Australian law…and with the view that even if advice had been 

obtained that Valve was required to comply with the Australian law the advice might have been 

ignored”. The Court also noted that Valve had ‘contested liability on almost every imaginable 

point’. 

ACCC media release 

C. OTHER ACTIVITY 

i) IVF clinics make changes to ‘success rate’ claims 

Several major Australian IVF clinics have made changes to claims published on their websites 

about success rates following an ACCC investigation into potentially false or misleading 

representations about success rates. 

ACCC media release 

ii) Court enforceable undertakings given to test oregano products 

The ACCC has accepted a court enforceable undertakings from Anchor Foods Pty Ltd trading as 

Spencers Gourmet Trading (Spencers), following an investigation into alleged 

misrepresentations made as to the composition of Spencers’ ‘oregano’ product, which was found 

to include a substantial percentage of olive leaves. 

http://www.comcom.govt.nz/the-commission/media-centre/media-releases/detail/2017/1m-penalty-for-misleading-nurofen-specific-pain-range-claims
http://www.accc.gov.au/media-release/valve-to-pay-3-million-in-penalties-for-misrepresenting-gamers-consumer-guarantee-rights
http://www.accc.gov.au/media-release/ivf-success-rate-claims-under-the-microscope
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Spencers has undertaken to obtain annual testing of its oregano product by an internationally 

accredited testing laboratory, as well as testing of random samples of its other herbs and spices 

products for three years. 

ACCC media release

http://www.accc.gov.au/media-release/spencers-to-undertake-regular-testing-of-oregano
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BULGARIA 

A. RECENT LEGISLATIVE DEVELOPMENTS 

i) Arbitration Related Amendments 

By virtue of an amendment of the Law on International Commercial Arbitration (the “LICA”) 

and the Civil Procedure Code (the “CPC”), effective as from January 28, 2017, consumer 

disputes were included in the list of non-arbitrable disputes. Importantly, the amendment 

introduced by the LICA provides that the arbitral awards rendered with respect to non-arbitrable 

disputes are null and void. Thus, while arbitral awards rendered on non-arbitrable disputes used 

to be valid, but could be challenged by the interested party before the Supreme Court of 

Cassation, currently, by virtue of the 2017 amendment of the LICA, the interested party may rely 

directly on the nullity of the arbitral award delivered with respect to a consumer dispute without 

undergoing the process of challenging the award. In order to further protect the rights of the 

consumer, the CPC amendment provides that courts shall not issue a writ of execution requested 

on the basis of an arbitral award rendered with respect to a non-arbitrable dispute. 

The amendment was introduced with a view to combating existing malpractices in arbitrations 

against consumers based on an arbitration clause contained in general terms.  The Transitional 

Provisions of the law that introduced the said amendment to the CPC provided that all arbitration 

proceedings with respect to non-arbitrable disputes pending at the time the discussed amendment 

entered into force shall be terminated. 

B. RECENT DECISIONS 

i) Judgement on Unfair Commercial Practice by an Insurance Company 

An insurance company advertised a promotional insurance policy with a 20% discount off the 

regular insurance premium. A clause in the insurance company’s general terms and conditions on 

the said promotion, however, contained the clarification that the insured sum includes a 

‘preliminary bonus’ which becomes due and payable immediately after the consumer (as the 

insured person) submits their request for receiving compensation under the insurance policy. 

This ‘preliminary bonus’ is an additional sum which the consumer pays to the insurance 

company in the form of the deduction from the stipulated insured sum. The Supreme 

Administrative Court ruled that this constitutes unfair and misleading commercial practice. In 

addition, the usage of the phrase ‘preliminary bonus’ leads to further confusion on part of the 

consumer, as usually the word ‘bonus’ is related to discounts and awards rather than additional 

obligations (Supreme Administrative Court’s Decision No. 364/12
th

 January 2017, 

administrative case No.3293/2016). 

ii) Judgement on the “Lowest Prices” Advertisement 

A mobile network operator advertised the prices contained in an offer for outgoing calls made 

from all over the world as the lowest available on the market. The Commission for Consumer 

Protection (the “CCP”) found that this was not true since the said prices were higher than the 

prices contained in other tariffs offered even by the same mobile network operator. The CCP 

ruled that this qualifies as unfair commercial practice. Upon appeal of the CCP’s ruling before 
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the Supreme Administrative Court, the mobile operator submitted that the CCP did not consider 

all circumstances of the case, and in particular, the fact that detailed information on the 

advertised roaming prices was made available to consumers on the operator’s website. The court 

dismissed the appeal and confirmed CCP’s ruling holding that it is unrealistic to suggest that 

consumers may compare all offers made by a mobile network operator in order to check whether 

the proposition that this operator offers the lowest prices on the market is true (Supreme 

Administrative Court’s Decision No. 837/20
th

 January 2017, administrative case No.397/2016). 

iii) Judgement on the Unfair Practice of a Company Passing Itself Off as a 

University 

The website of a limited liability company named Soft Uni presented the company as a 

university admitting students with an entrance exam testing the candidate’s programming skills. 

Students having passed the three educational levels offered by the company received a certificate 

for being ‘software engineers’. An investigation performed by the CCP revealed that the 

company in question was not registered and authorized to act as a university.  On the basis of 

these facts, the CCP ordered the company to refrain from using the misleading commercial 

practice of passing itself off as a university. The Supreme Administrative Court dismissed the 

appeal of the CCP’s order on the grounds that the information presented on the company’s 

website is capable of misleading the average, reasonably informed and observant consumer that 

the company is a university. In such a case, the consumer would be motivated to enroll in the 

company’s courses – a decision they would not have taken if they did not believe that the 

company was in fact a university (Supreme Administrative Courts’ Decision No. 621/17
th

 

January 2017, administrative case No.2042/2016). 

iv) Judgement on CCP’s Competence to Initiate Collective Actions for 

Annulment of Unfair Clauses Contained in Consumer Contracts 

The CCP submitted before the courts a collective claim for declaring the invalidity of an unfair 

clause contained in contracts of a consumer credit company. Since the claim was collective, 

honoring the claim would have the result of precluding the company from applying the unfair 

clause in all of its relations with consumers. The second instance court ruled that the CCP’s 

claim was inadmissible since the Consumer Protection Act (the “CPA”) allows for the CCP to 

file a collective claim for declaring the invalidity of unfair clauses which are contained only in a 

trader’s general terms and conditions, while in the case at hand the clause challenged by the CCP 

was not contained in general terms and conditions, prepared in advance by the company, but 

rather formed part of the standard model contracts offered by the company. The Supreme Court 

of Cassation entered a judgement for setting aside the lower court’s decision on the grounds that 

in so far as the CCP is entitled to protect the collective interests of the consumers, it is 

immaterial whether the unfair clauses, affecting those collective interests, are contained in 

general terms and conditions or in other documents unilaterally prepared by the trader without 

negotiations with the consumer. The Supreme Court of Cassation supported its view by 

interpreting the CPA in light of Article 7 of Council Directive 93/13/EEC on unfair terms in 

consumer contracts. Article 7 implies that EU Member States shall take adequate and effective 

measures to prevent the continued use of unfair terms in consumer contracts, including by 

designating organizations entitled to take action before the courts for a decision as to whether 

contractual terms drawn up for general use are unfair. The Supreme Court of Cassation found the 

CCP is such an organization and thus its competence to protect consumers against unfair terms 
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cannot be limited to the unfair terms contained in documents which, only on a strict 

interpretation, may be defined as general terms and conditions. CCP’s competence to challenge 

unfair clause covers all clauses contained in documents drafted for general use by the trader 

(Supreme Court of Cassation’s Decision No. 235/15
th

 December 2016, commercial case 

No.1510/2016). 
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CANADA 

A. COMPETITION BUREAU PROCEEDINGS/SETTLEMENTS 

i) Competition Bureau resolves concerns about clothing manufacturer’s “Made 

in Canada” claims 

On December 7, 2016, the Competition Bureau (“Bureau”) announced that it had reached an 

agreement with the manufacturers of Moose Brand premium outerwear clothing to resolve 

allegations that Moose Knuckles was misleading consumers by labelling its clothing products 

“Made in Canada”. The settlement, which was reached via mediation, brings to an end legal 

proceedings brought by the Bureau against Moose Knuckles earlier this year. Pursuant to the 

settlement, Moose Knuckles has agreed to (a) make it clearer that certain of its parkas are made 

with imported components as well as Canadian materials, (b) add operations at its Canadian 

factories, (c) implement an internal compliance program addressing labelling issues, and (d) 

donate C$750,000 over five years to Canadian charities, including charities that provide winter 

jackets to children in need. 

Link 

ii) Competition Bureau “inspection blitz” strikes gold 

On December 15, 2016, the Bureau announced that a jewellery distributor had taken corrective 

actions to ensure that consumers at its retail stores were not misled into believing that its gold-

covered plastic earrings were actually made of solid gold. The Bureau disclosed the problem as 

part of a Canada-wide effort commenced in April 2016 to ensure compliance with the Precious 

Metals Marketing Act, which governs the advertising of precious metal articles (gold, palladium, 

platinum, and silver). 

Link 

iii) Volkswagen and Audi agree to pay fines and restitution for misleading 

environmental marketing claims 

On December 19, 2016, the Bureau announced that it had reached a consent agreement 

with Volkswagen Group Canada Inc. and Audi Canada Inc. in respect of allegedly false and 

misleading environmental marketing claims that had been used to promote certain vehicles with 

2.0 litre diesel engines. The consent agreement requires the parties to pay an administrative 

monetary penalty of C$15 million. The Bureau’s investigation led it to conclude that 

Volkswagen Canada and Audi Canada had misled consumers by promoting vehicles sold or 

leased in Canada as having clean diesel engines with reduced emissions, when it turned out that 

the vehicles had only passed emissions tests because software was installed that altered the 

operation of the vehicles during testing. A key determining factor in the Bureau agreeing to this 

resolution was the fact that Volkswagen Canada and Audi Canada also agreed at the same time 

to settle a class action settlement by offering to provide buyback and restitution payments to 

consumers totalling up to C$2.1 billion. 

http://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/eic/site/cb-bc.nsf/eng/04166.html
http://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/eic/site/cb-bc.nsf/eng/04173.html
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Link 

iv) Amazon settles allegations of misleading price claims by changing practices 

and paying fine 

On January 11, 2017, Amazon.com.ca Inc. agreed to pay a C$1 million administrative monetary 

penalty and C$100,000 towards the Bureau’s costs as part of an agreement resolving the 

Bureau’s concerns with the pricing practices on its Canadian website. Specifically, the Bureau 

alleged that Amazon had not sufficiently verified the accuracy of the “list prices” it was using as 

a comparison point for its own pricing, thereby creating the erroneous impression that prices 

offered for sale on amazon.ca were lower than prevailing market prices. 

Link 

Competition Bureau Statement 

v) Montreal-based company fined for deceptive telemarketing 

On February 6, 2017, Mega Byte Information pleaded guilty before the Superior Court of 

Quebec to operating a deceptive telemarketing scheme that sold subscriptions to online 

directories using misleading sales techniques that targeted thousands of businesses in Canada, 

the United States and Europe. As part of the guilty plea, the company will pay a fine of 

C$450,000. In addition, the company’s president is prohibited from engaging in telemarketing 

activities for 10 years. Charges in this matter were originally issued in September 2011. Mega 

Byte is the first company to plead guilty to charges; three individuals have also pleaded guilty in 

this matter. 

Link 

vi) Competition Bureau sues major Canadian retailer over alleged deceptive 

pricing claims 

On February 22, 2017, the Bureau announced that it had filed an application with the 

Competition Tribunal alleging that the Hudson’s Bay Company (“HBC”) had engaged in 

deceptive “ordinary price” claims and deceptive clearance promotions for mattresses and 

foundations sold together as sleep sets. Specifically, the Bureau alleges that HBC “grossly 

inflated” its regular prices and then advertised deep discounts on these prices suggesting 

significant savings to consumers. The Bureau also alleges that HBC misled consumers into 

thinking that it was selling its remaining on-hand inventory during “clearance” and “end of line” 

promotions when HBC was actually ordering new factory sleep sets to fulfill each new purchase. 

The Bureau is seeking an order prohibiting HBC from engaging in this conduct as well as 

unspecified administrative monetary penalties. 

Link  

Application 

http://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/eic/site/cb-bc.nsf/eng/04175.html
https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/engYBseqAn6Fx
http://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/eic/site/cb-bc.nsf/eng/04186.html
http://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/eic/site/cb-bc.nsf/eng/04187.html
http://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/eic/site/cb-bc.nsf/eng/04195.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/competition-bureau/news/2017/02/competition_bureausueshbcoverallegeddeceptiveregularpriceclaimsa.html
http://www.ct-tc.gc.ca/CMFiles/CT-2017-008_Notice%20of%20Application_2_38_2-22-2017_1461.pdf
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B. COMPETITION BUREAU ADVOCACY 

i) March is Fraud Prevention Month in Canada! 

March of every year now marks Fraud Prevention Month in Canada. The Bureau takes a leading 

role in this effort, along with other enforcement agencies such as the Royal Canadian Mounted 

Police (“RCMP”). This year, as part of its fraud prevention measures, the Bureau (a) issued its 

Fraud Facts 2017 publication, which provides a snapshot of the different types of scams that are 

being used to mislead Canadian consumers; (b) warned consumers about fake online reviews on 

“2 Good 2 B True Day”; and (c) cautioned business owners about fake “reminder notices” 

demanding hefty fees to renew IP rights. 

Government of Canada Link 

Fraud Facts 

News Release 

News Release 

C. CLASS ACTION LITIGATION 

i) Harrison v. Afexa Life Sciences Inc. et al. (BCSC, November 16, 2016) 

The Plaintiffs sought certification of a class action on behalf of purchasers of “Cold-Fx” alleging 

that labeling and advertising claims that the product provided immediate relief of cold and flu 

symptoms constituted a breach of section 52 of the Competition Act, which makes it a criminal 

offence to knowingly or recklessly engage in misleading representations about a product. The 

motion for class certification was dismissed because the Plaintiffs could not demonstrate a 

sufficient commonality among the putative class, which included all persons in British Colombia 

who had purchased Cold-Fx. Among other problems identified by the Court were that (a) some 

of the Cold-Fx products sold during the relevant time did not contain any of the alleged 

misrepresentations, (b) not all of the purchasers would have purchased the product for short term 

relief, (c) not all of the persons would have purchased the product because of the alleged 

misrepresentations and (d) not all the purchasers were dissatisfied with the product. 

Link 

https://www.canada.ca/en/competition-bureau/news/2017/02/march_is_fraud_preventionmonth.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/competition-bureau/news/2017/02/march_is_fraud_preventionmonth.html
http://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/eic/site/cb-bc.nsf/eng/04201.html
http://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/eic/site/cb-bc.nsf/eng/04201.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/competition-bureau/news/2017/03/fake_online_reviewstoogoodtobetrue.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/competition-bureau/news/2017/03/fake_online_reviewstoogoodtobetrue.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/competition-bureau/news/2017/03/beware_of_emailsandlettersdemandingpaymenttoprotectyourintellect.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/competition-bureau/news/2017/03/beware_of_emailsandlettersdemandingpaymenttoprotectyourintellect.html
http://www.canlii.org/en/bc/bcsc/doc/2016/2016bcsc2123/2016bcsc2123.html?autocompleteStr=harrison%20v%20afexa&autocompletePos=4
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ii) N & C Transportation v. Navistar (BCSC, November 26, 2016) 

The Plaintiffs sought certification of a class action alleging that the heavy-duty trucks 

manufactured by the Defendants were equipped with a particular emissions reduction technology 

to meet regulatory standards which the Plaintiffs alleged were defective and resulted in extensive 

repairs and down time resulting in loss and damages. The Plaintiffs included a claim based on 

alleged misrepresentations contrary to section 52 of the Competition Act. The Court declined to 

certify the claim based on a failure to establish common issues across the class. In particular, the 

Court held that it could not be established that all of the members of the class had seen, let alone 

relied on, the same alleged misrepresentations. 

Link 

https://www.canlii.org/en/bc/bcsc/doc/2016/2016bcsc2129/2016bcsc2129.pdf
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COLOMBIA 

A. The Superintendence of Industry and Commerce sanctioned Cruz Verde 

The Superintendent of Industry and Commerce issued a USD$330,000 sanction to Cruz Verde, a 

drug supplier, for selling 56 drugs above the controlled price fixed by the National Commission 

of Prices in medicine and medical equipment. The drug supplier chain can appeal the decision on 

a second instance. 

Link 

B. Supreme Court of Colombia - Financial Consumer Protection 

The Supreme Court of Colombia recently decided an appeal over an illegal payout made by one 

of the biggest banks of Colombia (AV Villas Banco Comercial) using electronic devices. The 

Supreme Court analyzed the evolution in tort law regarding the responsibility of the banks and 

the bank system with consumers of banking services. The Court considered that bankers must 

have the most advanced and extreme security under the transactions made by electronic devices. 

Should the bank fail, any payout is presumed to be the responsibility of the bank. Therefore, 

under a tort law proceeding in this regard, banks have the burden of proof of showing that they 

have implemented the most secure proceedings under transfers that are made on the Internet. 

 

http://www.sic.gov.co/noticias/sic-sanciona-a-sociedad-cruz-verde
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COSTA RICA 

A. March 2017: Fraud Prevention Month in Costa Rica 

Under the coordination of the International Consumer Protection and Enforcement Network, the 

Ministry of Economy, Industry, and Commerce (“MEIC”) declared March 2017 as Fraud 

Prevention Month. The chosen theme is “Internet Scam Prevention”. MEIC is posting daily in 

social media about the most common social engineering and phishing tricks that could 

compromise the public’s privacy and finances. This effort coincides with the International Day 

for Consumer Rights on March 15. 

Press Release (Spanish) 

 

https://perma.cc/NF25-THL2
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DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 

A. Consumer protection agency launches electronic online-shopping dispute resolution 

system 

In March 2017, the National Institute for the Protection of Consumer Rights (“NIPCR”) in the 

Dominican Republic, launched Pro Concilia, a web-based conciliation mechanism to resolve 

online-shopping disputes between consumers and the providers of goods and services. 

Consumers may now file their complaints 24/7 without business-hours restrictions. This launch 

coincides with the International Day for Consumer Rights on March 15. 

According to NIPCR’s Director, Anina del Castillo, 65% of complaints filed in her office are 

solved through conciliation. The number of complaints against online scams has been increasing 

in the last several years. Therefore, NIPCR wants to extend the opportunity for online shoppers 

to file and resolve their complaints online without the need of appearing in person at the institute. 

NIPCR Press Release (Spanish) 

 

https://perma.cc/D23E-YRYT
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EUROPEAN UNION 

A. Judgment of the European Court of Justice on a request for a preliminary ruling 

made by the Landgericht Stuttgart (Stuttgart Regional Court, Germany) regarding 

the interpretation of Article 21 of Directive 2011/83/EU on consumer rights (Case C-

568/15) 

On March 2, 2017, the European Court of Justice (“ECJ”) handed down a judgment on a 

reference for a preliminary ruling regarding the interpretation of Article 21 of Directive 

2011/83/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of October 25, 2011, on consumer 

rights (the “Directive”). The request was made by the Landgericht Stuttgart (Stuttgart Regional 

Court, Germany) in a dispute for combatting unfair commercial practices of Comtech GmbH, a 

German company selling electronic and electrical equipment.  The dispute concerned the 

telephone call rate applied by Comtech GmbH for its after-sales service. 

The Regional Court asked the ECJ to evaluate whether, for a call relating to a contract concluded 

with a trader, charges to a telephone helpline operated by the trader may exceed call charges to a 

standard geographic landline or mobile telephone line and whether or not the trader may make a 

profit through that telephone helpline. 

The ECJ noted that under Article 21 of the Directive, where the trader operates a telephone line 

for the purpose of contacting him by telephone in relation to the contract concluded, the 

consumer, when contacting the trader, is not to be bound to pay more than the basic rate. The 

ECJ further explained that the trader must inform the consumer if the cost of the means of 

distance communication for the conclusion of the contract is calculated other than at the basic 

rate. Furthermore, from several Articles in the Directive, it follows that it is not for the consumer 

to bear charges other than ordinary charges, if he exercises rights provided for by that Directive, 

and that potential additional costs are therefore to be borne by the trader. 

Therefore, according to the ECJ, the concept of “basic rate” must be interpreted as meaning that 

call charges relating to a contract concluded with a trader to a telephone helpline operated by the 

trader, may not exceed the cost of a call to a standard geographic landline or mobile telephone 

line. Provided that such limit is respected, the fact that the relevant trader makes or does not 

make a profit through that telephone helpline is irrelevant. 

Judgment (English) 

B. Judgment of the European Court of Justice on a request for a preliminary ruling 

made by the Court of Appeal of Paris regarding the interpretation of Directive 

2006/114/EC concerning misleading and comparative advertising (Case C-562/15) 

On February 8, 2017, the ECJ handed down a judgment on a reference for a preliminary ruling 

regarding the interpretation of Article 4(a) and (c) of Directive 2006/114/EC of the European 

Parliament and of the Council of December 12, 2006, concerning misleading and comparative 

advertising, and Article 7(1) to (3) of Directive 2005/29/EC of the European Parliament and of 

the Council of 11 May 2005, on unfair business-to-consumer commercial practices in the internal 

market. The request was made by the Court of Appeal of Paris during a proceeding between 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1488797227679&uri=CELEX:62015CJ0568
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Carrefour Hypermarchès SAS (“Carrefour”) and ITM Alimentaire International SASU 

(“ITM”), concerning a television advertising campaign launched by Carrefour in which the 

prices of leading brand products in Carrefour shops and in the shops of competitors were 

compared. In response to the referring court questions, the ECJ stated that in price comparative 

advertisements, consumers shall be “informed clearly and in the advertisement itself that the 

comparison was made between the prices charged in shops in the advertiser’s retail chain 

having larger sizes or formats and those indicated in the shops of competing retail chains having 

smaller sizes or formats”. 

Judgment (English) 

C. Judgment of the European Court of Justice on a request for a preliminary ruling 

made by the Oberster Gerichtshof (Supreme Court of Austria) regarding the 

interpretation of Directive 2007/64/EC concerning payment services in the internal 

market (Case C-375/15) 

On January 25, 2017, the ECJ handed down a judgment on a reference for a preliminary ruling 

regarding the interpretation of Articles 36(1) and 41(1) of Directive 2007/64/EC of the European 

Parliament and of the Council of November 13, 2007, on payment services in the internal market 

(the “Directive”). The request was made by the Austrian Supreme Court during a proceeding 

between BAWAG PSK Bank für Arbeit und Wirtschaft und Österreichische Postsparkasse AG 

(“BAWAG”) and the Verein für Konsumenteninformation (“Consumer Information 

Association”), concerning a clause included in the contracts that BAWAG enters into with 

consumers. 

The ECJ stated that Article 41(1) and Article 44(1) of Directive 2007/64, read in conjunction 

with Article 4(25) of the Directive, must be interpreted as meaning that changes to the 

information and conditions, as well as changes to the framework contract, which are transmitted 

by the payment service provider to the user through an electronic mailbox, may not be 

considered to have been provided on a durable medium within the meaning of those provisions, 

unless two conditions are met: (i)  the website allows the user to store information addressed to 

him personally in such a way that he may access it and reproduce it unchanged for an adequate 

period of time; (ii) the transmission of that information is accompanied by active behavior on the 

part of the provider aimed at drawing the user’s attention to the existence and availability of that 

information on that website. 

Judgment (English) 

 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1487152469645&uri=CELEX:62015CJ0562
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1487152469645&uri=CELEX:62015CJ0375
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FINLAND 

A. Advertising 

 

Finland’s Consumer Ombudsman issued an injunction against furniture companies, Asko and 

Sotka, for violations of discount price advertising.  The Consumer Ombudsman stated that the 

companies offered the same prices continuously for more than two months or for more than three 

months in a calendar year and advertised the prices as discounts, thereby violating Finnish law 

on misleading advertising.  According to the Consumer Ombudsman, the Finnish Competition 

and Consumer Authority found violations of the same regulation by the companies in 2014 and 

2015, and the Consumer Ombudsman instructed them on the issue multiple times.  In addition to 

the injunction, the Consumer Ombudsman also imposed a conditional fine of EUR 100,000 on 

Asko and Sotka.      

  

Link 

 

B. Negative options 

 

Finland’s Consumer Ombudsman administratively banned electricity company, Werel Oy, from 

mandating that consumers expressly reject new fixed-term electricity contract rates before 

entering the new fixed-term rates into force, and now plans to take Werel Oy to Finland’s Market 

Court on the issue.  According to the Consumer Ombudsman, Werel Oy notified customers that 

ongoing electricity supply contracts would be converted into two-year, fixed-term contracts 

unless the customer cancelled the change within 14 days of receiving the notice.  The Consumer 

Ombudsman alleges that Werel Oy’s practices violate the Finnish Consumer Protection Act, 

which prohibits delivering goods or services to consumers without specific orders, then requiring 

a payment to keep or return the product.  In addition, the Consumer Ombudsman claims that 

Werel Oy’s practices violate the Electricity Market Act, which prohibits unilateral changes of 

consumer contract terms by electricity suppliers.  

  

Link 

 

 

 

https://www.kkv.fi/en/current-issues/press-releases/2017/consumer-ombudsman-deceptive-pricing-in-the-furniture-business/
http://www.anpdm.com/article/0/40/44415A427740405A4771/4131309
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FRANCE 

A. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS 

i) Misleading commercial practices 

On November 22
nd

, 2016, applying article L. 121-1 of the French Consumer Code, the French 

Supreme Court ruled that oral allegations prevail over contractual omission for the determination 

of the existence, or non-existence, of misleading commercial practices.  The written provisions in 

an agreement have no impact on the existence of intentionally misleading allegations which lead 

the consumer to enter into the contract. 

Judgment 

ii) Group Action 

The Law on the modernization of the justice of the 21
st
 Century (“Loi de modernisation de la 

justice du XXIe siècle”) was promulgated on November 18th, 2016. 

The Law introduces group actions in various new areas such as fighting against discrimination, 

data-protection, environmental protection and health. 

Previously, a group action could only be initiated by authorized consumer associations for 

damages suffered by consumers for certain actions.  Such actions included infringements by a 

professional of its legal or contractual obligations in connection with the sale of products or the 

provision of services and anti-competitive practices. 

For these new types of group actions, not only do authorized consumer associations have the 

right to bring a group action, but also any duly-registered association whose purpose is the 

defense of the interests have the right as well. 

The Law 

iii) Unfair terms in consumer contracts 

On November 28, 2016, the French Supreme Court issued an opinion on request of a lower court 

about three types of contractual terms, commonly used in loans granted to consumers for the 

purchase of vehicles, relating to the transfer to the lender of the benefit of the retention of title. 

The relevant clauses concern: (i) the subrogation of the lender in right of retention of title of the 

seller; (ii) the option for the lender to waive the right of retention of title and to substitute a lien 

over the asset being financed without notifying the borrower; and (iii) the limitation of the right 

of the borrower to propose a buyer if the lender decides to resell the asset subject to a retention 

of title to obtain the repayment of the loan. 

The Supreme Court considered that these clauses are abusive since they unduly restrict the 

ownership rights of the borrower over the asset. 

https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichJuriJudi.do?oldAction=rechJuriJudi&idTexte=JURITEXT000033482549&fastReqId=1599990615&fastPos=1
https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/eli/loi/2016/11/18/JUSX1515639L/jo
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Supreme Court’s Opinion 

iv) Flight delay 

In a judgment of November 30, 2016, the French Supreme Court made a strict application of the 

EU Regulation no. 261/2004, which establishes common rules on compensation and assistance to 

passengers in the event of denied boarding and of cancellation or long flight delays, as 

interpreted by the EUCJ in the Folkerts case law (Judgment of February 26, 2013 C-11/11). 

According to this case law, passengers flying from the territory of a Member State with a 

connecting flight in a third country are entitled to obtain compensation if they have suffered 

more than three hours delay at their arrival at the end destination, even if the delay was due to a 

connecting flight taking off and landing outside of the European Union. 

Judgment 

PDF 

v) Residential lease 

According the judgment of the French Supreme Court of January 26, 2017, residential leases are 

not subject to Consumer Law, since they are governed by Law No 89-462 of July 6, 1989, even 

if residential leases are entered into with social housing companies or organizations which are 

considered as professionals under Consumer Law. 

Therefore, only the three years limitation period under Law No 89-462 is applicable to 

residential leases for social housing and not the two-year limitation period generally applicable 

under Consumer Law for legal actions brought by professionals against consumers (Art. L 218-2 

formerly L. 137-2 of the French Consumer Code). 

Judgment 

https://www.courdecassation.fr/jurisprudence_2/avis_15/integralite_avis_classes_annees_239/2016_7429/2016_16_7921/16011_28_35606.html
http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf;jsessionid=9ea7d0f130d6c68c2d6da7e8434c8aab9378ce691461.e34KaxiLc3eQc40LaxqMbN4PahiSe0?text=&docid=134201&pageIndex=0&doclang=EN&mode=lst&dir=&occ=first&part=1&cid=608970
https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichJuriJudi.do?oldAction=rechJuriJudi&idTexte=JURITEXT000033525700&fastReqId=1669512105&fastPos=1
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/resource.html?uri=cellar:439cd3a7-fd3c-4da7-8bf4-b0f60600c1d6.0004.02/DOC_1&format=PDF
https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichJuriJudi.do?oldAction=rechJuriJudi&idTexte=JURITEXT000033944075&fastReqId=225667620&fastPos=1
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GERMANY 

A. International coordination 

 

Germany jointly hosted a consumer summit in March with the Federal Ministry of Consumer 

Protection, the state-supported non-profit Federation of German Organizations (“VZBV”) and 

Consumers International.  The summit generated broad policy recommendations for G20 nations, 

including protecting consumers against fraud and providing for effective redress in the digital 

economy.  The nations aim to support the process through international organizations including 

the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, which is currently formulating a 

digital consumer protection toolkit with best practices and transnational standards.  

  

Link  

B. Marketing 

 

In January, in the case of LG Hildesheim, a panel of German judges in Hildesheim stated that 

Volkswagen (“VW”) intentionally committed fraud by using software to allow vehicles to 

circumvent emissions tests.  The panel ordered VW to reimburse a consumer for the full price of 

his VW car for the conduct.  A separate complaint against VW in the Braunschweig district court 

about the emissions was filed on behalf of another consumer seeking compensation for tort 

damages weeks before the Hildesheim decision.       

 

Link (has relevant links in German) 

 

Link 

https://www.g20.org/Content/EN/Artikel/2017/03_en/2017-03-15-g20-verbrauchergipfel_en.html
https://dejure.org/dienste/vernetzung/rechtsprechung?Gericht=LG%20Hildesheim&Datum=17.01.2017&Aktenzeichen=3%20O%20139%2F16
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-01-17/vw-diesel-scandal-compared-to-horse-meat-lasagna-by-german-court
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HUNGARY 

A. Updated Position Statements of the Hungarian Competition Authority 

The Hungarian Competition Authority (“HCA”) has recently updated its position statements. By 

publishing the statements, the HCA intends to provide guidelines for market players on the 

application of legal norms in order to promote their lawful conduct. The sources of such position 

statements are the HCA’s decisions. The position statements reflect the HCA’s interpretation of 

individual provisions of the legal norms applied by them (e.g. the provisions of the Unfair 

Commercial Practices Act). The HCA revises or amends the statements from time to time to 

reflect the changes in legal thinking and its practice. 

Updated position statements (in Hungarian) 

B. Substantiating claims made regarding cosmetics 

One of the HCA’s position statements clarifies the requirements for substantiating claims made 

regarding cosmetics, based on EU legislation. They generally prohibit advertising cosmetic 

products as having characteristics or functions which they do not have, while they also lay down 

common criteria for the justification of claims used in relation to cosmetic products (e.g. legal 

compliance, truthfulness, evidential support, etc.). 

The HCA sets forth that there are two main elements applicable to assessing the truthfulness of 

claims made regarding cosmetic products: first, it must be examined whether the evidential 

support is proper (i.e. that it complies with the relevant professional, statistical, mathematical, 

etc. standards) and secondly, if it is proper, whether the claims, as understood by consumers, 

comply with the contents and results of such evidential support. 

With regards to the first part of the assessment, the HCA emphasized that there must be a clear 

and explicit link between the product claims and the document substantiating such claims.  In 

order to accept a study as evidential support in connection with a product, the relationship 

between the product and the claim must be clear, explicit and direct. It is the responsibility of the 

undertaking to present this link and also the relevance of the evidential support to the authority. 

Also, since market players must already have the documentation supporting the claims made in 

relation to a product when publishing such claims, they must be able to easily and quickly 

provide those to the competent authorities if requested. 

 

Decision (in Hungarian) 

 

http://gvh.hu/data/cms1035891/VT_elvi_allasfoglalasok_fttv_2017_02_28.pdf
http://gvh.hu/data/cms1034773/Vj097_2014_m_v.pdf
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INDONESIA 

A. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS 

i) FSA and Ombudsman In Cooperation For Consumer Protection 

On January 27,
 
2017, the chairman of the board of commissioners of the Financial Services 

Authority (“FSA”) or formally known as Otoritas Jasa Keuangan (“OJK”), Muliaman D Hadad 

and the chairman of the Ombudsman of Republic of Indonesia, Amzulian Rifai, signed a 

Memorandum of Understanding (“MoU”) on coordination in the delivery of public services. 

This MoU is intended to strengthen cooperation and coordination in order to expedite the task, 

function, and authorities of both OJK and the Ombudsman, particularly those relating to 

improvement of public service and consumer protection in the financial sector. Between 2014 

and 2017, there were 54 reports to the Ombudsman, some of which are still in the review 

process. 

News Release 

ii) Indonesian Parliament (DPR) Wishes to Strengthen the Role of Indonesian 

Consumer Protection Agency (BPKN) 

In February 2017, a number of members of Commission VI of DPR had raised some concerns 

and wishes to the Minister of Trade during a meeting. Some of the members expressed a desire 

to strengthen the role of BPKN. Parliament member, Lili Asdjudiredja, said that BPKN needs to 

be more proactive. In addition, other parliament members also raised queries on the candidates 

for new members of BPKN for 2016 – 2019 nominated by the Minister. 

News Release 

http://www.republika.co.id/berita/ekonomi/keuangan/17/01/27/okfnht368-ojk-gandeng-ombudsman-untuk-perlindungan-konsumen
http://www.antaranews.com/berita/612494/anggota-dpr-ingin-peningkatan-badan-perlindungan-konsumen
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ITALY 

A. Higher Mitigation of Fines Due to Prompt Implementation of Measures Addressing 

Authority’s Concerns in Unfair Commercial Practices Investigations 

In a decision published on February 10, 2017, the Italian Competition Authority (“ICA”) 

imposed on Samsung Electronics Italia S.p.A. (“Samsung”) fines totaling € 3.1 million for 

alleged aggressive unfair commercial practices. The ICA confirmed that the prompt 

implementation of measures aimed at addressing its concerns regarding alleged unfair 

commercial practices led to a higher mitigation of the fine. 

According to the ICA, Samsung would have: (i) provided consumers with incomplete and 

misleading information on the terms and conditions of the promotions; and (ii) forced consumers 

to provide their consent to the processing of their personal data for marketing purposes as a 

condition to obtain the premiums related to the purchase of the product. In setting the amount of 

the fine, the ICA took into account the measures implemented by Samsung before and after the 

beginning of the proceeding. Indeed, in relation to the second allegation, the ICA considered the 

importance of the measures implemented before the opening of the proceeding and granted a 

significant reduction of the fine (25%). In relation to the first conduct, the ICA granted a lower 

reduction of the fine (15%), given that the measures aimed at addressing its concerns were 

adopted only after the opening of the investigation. 

Samsung Decision (Italian) 

B. Unfair Commercial Practices – The Italian Competition Authority and The Italian 

Communication Authority Sign a Memorandum of Understanding 

On January 13, 2017, the Italian Competition Authority (“AGCM”) and the Italian 

Communication Authority (“AGCOM”) published on their websites a memorandum of 

understanding signed on December 23, 2016, concerning several aspects of their cooperation in 

the application of consumers’ protection rules. Under the memorandum of understanding, in the 

case of consumers’ protection matters, there will be coordinated actions between the two groups, 

even during the preliminary investigation phase. The authorities also agreed to set-up a standing 

working group in order to promote the debate on consumer protection issues. Finally, the 

agreement provides rules on the exchange of information between the authorities on 

investigations. 

According to Article 27(1-bis) of the Italian Consumer Code (Legislative Decree no. 21 of 21 

February 2014, implementing Directive 2011/83/EU of 25 October 2011 on consumer rights) 

“the authorities can stipulate memoranda of understanding in order to regulate procedural 

aspects of their cooperation within their respective competences”. The authorities had signed 

other preceding memoranda of understanding regarding general aspects of their cooperation. In 

particular, under such memoranda, the Authorities stated that in cases of conflict or overlap, the 

latter shall prevail and apply to those specific aspects of the commercial practice regarding the 

electronic communications sector. However, the application of the Italian Consumer Code 

provisions will not be automatically excluded; in fact, it will apply with regard to the other 

aspects that are not covered by sector specific rules. Concerning the allocation of powers 

http://www.agcm.it/ricerca-avanzata/open/C12560D000291394/BEBC7F1E3D448CF9C12580C700395971.html
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between the authorities on this matter, the Council of State handed down a judgment in February 

2016 clarifying that even if AGCOM has the exclusive competence on information obligations 

regulated by the Italian Electronic Communications Code, AGCM has the sole competence on 

unfair commercial practices.  Therefore, in cases of violations of the above mentioned 

information obligations also involving aggressive commercial practices, AGCM has exclusive 

competence. 

Memorandum of Understanding (Italian) 

C. Wind fined by the Italian Competition Authority for unfair commercial practices 

(PS10026) 

On December 21, 2016, the ICA imposed fines on Wind Telecomunicazioni S.p.A. (“Wind”) 

totaling €450,000 for two alleged unfair commercial practices, namely: (i) distant contracts 

concluded via telephone,  and (ii) a surcharge applied to customers in case of payment via postal 

deposit slip. 

According to the ICA, the teleselling out-bound and in-bound procedures conducted by Wind 

would be in breach of the Italian Consumer Code in so far that contracts were concluded via one 

only registered call during which the consumer was not provided with information related to the 

conclusion of the contract on a durable medium (allowing consumers to store them for a 

reasonable period of time in order to protect the interests related to their relationship with the 

professional). In relation to the surcharge for payment via postal deposit slip, the ICA found that 

it would be in breach of the Italian Consumer Code, which prohibits the seller from applying 

charges for specific means of payment. According to the ICA, the surcharge would not be 

justified by the need to recover costs related to the use of such particular means of payment. 

Wind Decision (Italian) 

D. GS S.p.A. and its subsidiaries (Carrefour Group) fined by the Italian Competition 

Authority for unfair commercial practices (PS10500) 

On December 15, 2016, the ICA imposed fines on GS S.p.A. (“GS”), totaling €500,000, for 

alleged misleading advertising concerning certain sale promotions. In particular, GS provided 

consumers purchasing promotional products with deferred rebates, by issuing coupons viable for 

following purchases. According to the ICA, GS failed to inform consumers of certain relevant 

limitations applicable to the use of the coupons (i.e., that consumers were required to be in 

possession of GS’s loyalty card and needed to purchase certain minimum quantities of products). 

According to the ICA, the omission of such relevant information would be in breach of the 

principle of professional diligence and would be capable of altering the economic behavior of 

consumers to purchase increasing amounts of promotional products in order to obtain more 

coupons. 

GS S.p.A. Decision (Italian) 

http://www.agcm.it/stampa/comunicati/8567-firmato-protocollo-di-intesa-tra-agcom-e-antitrust-in-materia-di-tutela-dei-consumatori-nei-mercati-delle-comunicazioni-elettroniche.html
http://www.agcm.it/consumatore/consumatore-delibere/open/C12560D000291394/768E370FDC8998B2C12580AA005674E8.html
http://www.agcm.it/consumatore/consumatore-delibere/open/C12560D000291394/3E15645CFA8F91A0C125809C00544AD8.html
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JAPAN 

A. Regulatory Agencies 

i) The Consumer Affairs Agency (“CAA”) 

The CAA was established on September 1
st
, 2009 in order to protect and enhance consumer 

benefits. It covers a wide range of issues related to consumer problems including the advertising, 

soliciting, labeling and safety of products and services. The CAA has been increasing its number 

of staff and expanding its influence over businesses by aggressively conducting investigations 

regarding consumer protection regulations. 

ii) Consumer Organisation Action (“COA”) 

The COA was implemented in 2007 by an amendment to the Consumer Contract Act.  The 

Qualified Consumer Organization is appointed by the Minister of the CAA. There are currently 

14 such organisations throughout Japan. They have the right to demand an injunction to cease 

misleading and confusing promotions by businesses and have been very aggressive in going after 

businesses for inadequate promotions (even in cases where the promotion is not necessarily 

illegal). 

B. Recent Developments in Consumer Protection Laws 

i) Expansion of Regulators 

The Act against Unjustifiable Premiums and Misleading Representations (“UPMR”) allows for 

the imposition of cease and desist orders and administrative monetary penalties on businesses for 

unjustifiable premiums and misleading representations.  The authority to impose a cease and 

desist order for unjustifiable premiums and misleading representations under the UPMR was 

formerly held by only the Minister of the CAA. In 2014, the governors of each of Japan’s 47 

prefectures (including Tokyo’s governor) were granted the authority to exercise cease and desist 

orders which drastically increased the number of regulators. 

Act 

ii) Administrative Monetary Penalty 

The Administrative Monetary Penalty was implemented on April 1
st
, 2016, by an amendment of 

the UPMR. It imposes a monetary penalty on businesses that amounts to 3% of the value of three 

years’ worth sales of the product in respect of which the business displayed egregiously 

misleading representations. 

C. Judgements 

i) The first case of the Administrative Monetary Penalty 

The CAA imposed a 485 million JPY monetary penalty on an international car maker for its 

egregiously misleading representation about the gas efficiency of its vehicles. This was the first 

http://www.wipo.int/wipolex/en/details.jsp?id=6997
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case in which the monetary penalty under the UPMR was imposed upon a party since the 

implementation of the system last year. 

News Release 

ii) Supreme Court ruled certain advertisements fall under the definition of 

“solicitation” 

On January 24
th

, 2017, the Supreme Court overruled the administrative construction of the CAA 

as well as legal precedents set by lower courts regarding the definition of “solicitation” in the 

Consumer Contract Act.  This Act (i) prohibits businesses from providing misleading 

representations through their “solicitation”, (ii) grants consumers the right to cancel contracts 

they have entered into based on their misunderstanding caused by the misleading solicitation, 

and (iii) gives the Qualified Consumer Organisation the right to intervene in cases of such 

solicitation. The CAA had construed “solicitation” to mean those promotions intended for 

specific consumers.  Promotions open to the general public did not fall under the definition of 

“solicitation”.  Therefore, the CAA’s position was that advertisements could not be construed as 

“solicitation”. However, the Supreme Court ruled that in light of the purpose of the Act, certain 

types of advertisements, such as ones containing specific transaction terms, could be construed to 

be a “solicitation”. The ruling did not state the detail of the requirement, but the CAA is obliged 

to amend the Act accordingly. Regardless of the details of the amendment, this is likely to have a 

large impact on advertising and marketing in Japan. 

Link 

 

http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2017/01/27/business/corporate-business/mitsubishi-motors-hit-%C2%A5485-million-fine-bogus-fuel-efficiency-data/#.WNWQmtIrK70
http://www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2017/01/27/business/corporate-business/mitsubishi-motors-hit-%C2%A5485-million-fine-bogus-fuel-efficiency-data/#.WNWQmtIrK70
http://www.courts.go.jp/app/hanrei_jp/detail2?id=86454
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MALAYSIA 

A. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS 

i) Price Control and Anti-Profiteering (Mechanism to Determine Unreasonably 

High Profit for Goods) Regulations 2016 

The Price Control and Anti-Profiteering (Mechanism to Determine Unreasonably High Profit for 

Goods) Regulations 2016 (“PCAP Regulations”) came into force on January 1, 2017. The 

PCAP Regulations are regulated by the Ministry of Domestic Trade, Cooperatives and 

Consumerism (“MDTCC”), which works to curb profiteering in Malaysia. The PCAP 

Regulations effectively replace the Price Control and Anti-Profiteering (Mechanism to 

Determine Unreasonably High Profit for Goods) (Net Profit Margin) Regulations 2014 

(“Repealed PCAP Regulations”) which expired on 31 December 2016. One of the key 

differences between the PCAP Regulations and the Repealed PCAP Regulations is that the 

PCAP Regulations will only apply to two classes of goods, namely food and beverages as well as 

household goods (i.e. non-durable goods and personal care products). Profit is deemed as 

unreasonably high if the mark-up percentage or margin percentage of any goods sold on any date 

in a particular financial year or calendar year exceeds the mark-up percentage or margin 

percentage of the goods sold on the first day of that particular year or calendar year, as calculated 

in accordance with the prescribed mark-up percentage formula or margin percentage formula. 

Press Release 

Legislation 

B. RECENT UPDATES 

i) Consumer Forum of Malaysia to introduce the Critical Information 

Summary 

The Consumer Forum of Malaysia, an independent organisation set up by the Malaysian 

Communications and Multimedia Commission, will introduce the Critical Information Summary 

by mid-2017 for telecommunications and multimedia companies so that consumers can 

understand terms and conditions before purchasing any goods or products on offer. The Critical 

Information Summary will set out key information about the services being offered, including a 

clear description of the service, the minimum term for the contract, any exclusions or important 

conditions, limitation or restrictions. 

Press Release 

Press Release 

ii) RM3.9 Billion Allocated to Improve Mobile Broadband Coverage 

The Ministry of Communications and Multimedia Malaysia has allocated RM3.6 billion for the 

High Speed Broadband project, Sub-Urban Broadband project and Broadband to the General 

Population nationwide to improve mobile broadband coverage. The provision entails the 

http://kpdnkk.bernama.com/newsEn.php?id=1316558
http://www.federalgazette.agc.gov.my/outputp/pua_20161222_P.U.%20(A)%20349-PERATURAN%20KAWALAN%20HARGA%20DAN%20ANTIPENCATUTAN.pdf
http://www.bernama.com/bernama/v8/ge/newsgeneral.php?id=1300412
http://bernama.com/bernama/v8/fe/newsfeatures.php?id=1318360
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construction of 1,800 new communication towers and upgrading of 3G services in existing 

towers across the country. 

Press Release 

iii) MDTCC, Ministry of Health and Ministry of Science, Technology and 

Innovation to Regulate Use of Electronic Cigarette and Vape 

MDTCC is one of the three ministries which has been tasked by the government to regulate the 

use of electronic cigarettes and vape. MDTCC has indicated that it will draft a new law relating 

to the control of e-cigarettes and vape without nicotine within the next two years. 

Meanwhile, during this transition period, MDTCC is responsible for regulating and enforcing the 

safety standards for electronic cigarette devices and batteries, including vaping devices, under 

the Consumer Protection Act 1999. MDTCC also regulates and enforces the marketing and 

labelling of electronic cigarette devices and nicotine-free liquid and vapes through the Trade 

Description Act 2011, Price Control and Anti-Profiteering Act 2011 and the Weights and 

Measures Act 1972. 

Press Release 

Press Release 

iv) MDTCC to gather Feedback from Suppliers on Liquefied Petroleum Gas 

(“LPG”) Subsidy Leakage 

On January 23, 2017, MDTCC had given two weeks for industry players involved in supplying 

LPG to review their business model and to create proposals on how to minimise leakage in the 

supply chain. It was reported that the government had lost hundreds of millions of ringgit a year 

due to uncontrolled usage of subsidised LPG among industrial users and traders. 

Upon receipt of the proposals from suppliers of LPG, MDTCC will finalise the enforcement 

procedure to avoid leakage in LPG subsidy meant for domestic consumers. There is also ongoing 

enforcement by MDTCC to tackle syndicates that misuse subsidized domestic gas for 

commercial use. The modus operandi of these syndicates involve transferring gas from smaller 

12kg and 14kg cylinders which are subsidised by the government for domestic use into industrial 

50kg cylinders which are unsubsidised. 

Press Release 

Press Release 

http://www.thesundaily.my/news/2101359
http://kpdnkk.bernama.com/newsEn.php?id=1315476
http://www.nst.com.my/news/2016/12/200336/three-ministries-entrusted-monitoring-e-cigarettes-vapes
http://www.bernama.com/bernama/v8/newsindex.php?id=1322909
http://www.thesundaily.my/news/2136020
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MEXICO 

A. Inaccurate gas pumps lead to hefty PROFECO fines 

In February 2017, the Federal Attorney General’s Office for Consumers (“PROFECO”) 

inspected 17,500 gas pumps throughout Mexico; 934 pumps were shut down due to inaccurate 

gas dispensing. This amounts to 486 gas stations reporting inaccuracies at their gas pumps. The 

aggregate amount of fines was 45 million Mexican Pesos (US$ 2.3 million). PROFECO notified 

the Energy Regulation Commission about the results of their inspections. The Commission may 

proceed to fine gas stations that are in violation of the law. At least seven of the gas stations 

found to not be in compliance were criminally charged due to repeated violations or for denying 

to be inspected by PROFECO officials. 

Press Release by PROFECO (Spanish) 

https://perma.cc/TNV7-ZKWC
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NORWAY 

A. Marketing 

 

Car company Tesla Motors settled its case raised by Norwegian buyers of Tesla’s Model S 

P85D.  The car owners claimed that their cars had a lower horsepower force than advertised by 

Tesla.  The case proceeded in Oslo District Court, and the parties settled outside of court. 

  

Link 

http://www.reuters.com/article/us-tesla-norway-settlement-idUSKBN1411BJ
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PERU 

INDECOPI sanctioned America Móvil Perú and Telefónica del Perú as both companies allegedly 

misled consumers as they did not clearly state restrictions and conditions on Iphone promotions. 

America Móvil Perú (Claro) pretended to claim the unlimited phone service for a lifetime by 

claiming that consumers could talk free for the rest of their life when it was really only for the 

last three minutes of the call. 

On the other hand, Telefónica del Perú (Movistar) on a TV commercial claimed “give us your 

Iphone 5S and get a free Iphone6 Plus 16 GB”.  However, the company did not disclaim clear 

and visible restrictions for accessing the promotion. 

Link 

Link 

http://servicio.indecopi.gob.pe/buscadorResoluciones/getDoc?docID=workspace://SpacesStore/8fdbd661-4bbd-4dd5-934e-6ffa3803b110
http://servicio.indecopi.gob.pe/buscadorResoluciones/getDoc?docID=workspace://SpacesStore/d630f265-7417-4c17-9ea6-956200dc7bd8
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PHILIPPINES 

A. RECENT JUDGMENTS 

i) Authorized Dealer of BMW Cars Found Liable for “Deceptive Sales Act” 

In its June 8, 2016 decision in Autozentrum Alabang, Inc. (“Autozentrum”) vs. Spouses 

Bernardo (G.R. No. 214122), the Supreme Court of the Philippines ruled that Autozentrum, a 

domestic corporation and an authorized dealer of BMW cars, committed a deceptive sales act for 

failing to reveal the prior registration in its name of a BMW car that it sold to the private 

respondents, and for representing to them an altered and secondhand car as brand new.  

Autozentrum was ordered to return to private respondents the value of the car with 6% interest 

per annum from the finality of the decision, as well as an administrative fine of PhP160,000.00 

and an additional administrative fine of not more than PhP1,000.00 for each day of continuing 

violation. 

The Consumer Act of the Philippines penalizes the conduct of deceptive sales acts or practices.  

An act of a seller is deceptive when it represents, among others, that a product is new, original or 

unused, when in fact it is deteriorated, altered, reconditioned, reclaimed or secondhand. 

Link 

B. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS 

i) The Philippine Competition Act Passed After 24 years 

On July 21, 2015, the Philippine Competition Act was finally signed into law.  The Philippine 

Competition Act is now the primary competition law of the Philippines.  The law took effect on 

August 8, 2015. 

The law creates the Philippine Competition Commission and constituted it as the principal 

competition regulator in the Philippines.  The law also prohibits anti-competitive agreements 

between competitors and other persons, defines and penalizes abuses of dominant position, and 

provides for notification of certain covered mergers and acquisitions. 

Link 

ii) Philippine Competition Commission Issues the Rules and Regulations to 

Implement the Provisions of the Philippine Competition Act 

On May 31, 2016, the Philippine Competition Commission approved the rules and regulations to 

implement the provisions of the Philippine Competition Act. The implementing rules and 

regulations took effect on June 18, 2016.  A notable feature of the rules are its provisions setting 

forth the thresholds, requirements, and procedure for the notification to the Philippine 

Competition Commission of covered mergers and acquisitions. 

Subsequent to the rules, the Philippine Competition Commission has since issued three (3) 

Clarificatory Notes to further expound on certain provisions of the rules. 

http://www.chanrobles.com/cralaw/2016junedecisions.php?id=455
http://phcc.gov.ph/philippine-competition-law-r-10667/
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Article 

iii) Businesses Prohibited from Giving Insufficient or No Change to Consumers 

On July 21, 2016, the proposed No Shortchanging Act (Republic Act No. 10909), came into 

force.  This law obliges businesses to give customers exact or excess change in respect of their 

payments, regardless of the availability of loose bills and coins.  It also forbids giving candies as 

change.  Establishments are also required to post a sign in their store reminding customers to ask 

for exact change. 

Article 

C. CONSUMER NEWS 

i) Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) Welcomes Revised UN Guidelines 

for Consumer Protection 

The DTI welcomed the United Nations General Assembly’s adoption of the revised United 

Nations Guidelines for Consumer Protection (“UNGCP”), which was made through a resolution 

on December 22, 2015 in New York City.  The UNGCP was first adopted in 1985 and have 

acted as a blueprint for consumer protection around the world.  They are estimated to have 

guided the development of consumer protection in more than 100 countries. 

The highlights of the revised guidelines include: 

 The first comprehensive revision of the UNGCP since 1985 which addresses gaps 

in financial services, privacy, energy, travel and tourism; 

 Access to essential goods and services, and the protection of vulnerable and 

disadvantaged consumers are recognized as new legitimate needs of consumers; 

 Updated UNGCP can play an important role in achieving the Sustainable 

Development Goals by protecting and empowering consumers in developing 

nations; 

 Consumers International, the world federation of consumer organizations, calls 

for governments to update their consumer protections in line with the new 

UNGCP and challenges businesses to ensure their practices are compliant; and 

Article 

http://phcc.gov.ph/philippine-competition-law-r-10667/
http://news.pia.gov.ph/article/view/3221471482814/dti-3-to-lead-in-enforcing-no-shortchanging-act-of-2016-in-cl
http://pia.gov.ph/news/articles/2131452134984
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ii) DTI Signs Consumer Protection Deal with Japan 

The Consumer Protection Group of the DTI signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the 

National Consumer Affairs Council (“NCAC”) of Japan, setting in motion the streamlining of 

the resolution process for consumer complaints against businesses based in either country. 

The Philippines thus joins the list of countries partnering with Japan in a program called Cross-

Border Consumer Center Japan, which, in essence, acts as mediator on cross-border complaints 

that involve either Japanese businesses or consumers. 

Article 

http://www.bworldonline.com/content.php?section=Economy&title=dti-signs-consumer-protection-deal-with-japan&id=131021
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SINGAPORE 

A. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS 

i) Singnet Fined By IMDA For Pay-Tv Service Disruptions 

On 25 November 2016, the Infocomm Media Development Authority (“IMDA”) imposed a total 

financial penalty of S$145,000 on SingNet Pte Ltd due to two disruptions in SingTel TV, a 

digital cable television service, which occurred on 1 October 2015 and 5 January 2016. As a 

Nationwide Subscription Television Service Licensee, SingNet is required to comply with 

various Quality of Service-related licence conditions, including an obligation to provide pay-TV 

services at a reasonable quality deemed satisfactory by the IMDA. However, the two instances of 

service disruptions, which lasted for a total of four hours, negatively affected approximately 

1,500 subscribers, resulting in problems ranging from a complete loss of channels to intermittent 

pixelation. Following IMDA’s investigations, these service disruptions were found to be a breach 

of SingNet’s licence conditions, as SingNet had in each case failed to take the necessary steps to 

prevent the service disruption from occurring. In addition to the financial penalties imposed by 

IMDA, SingNet has also agreed to put in place the necessary measures to ensure that similar 

service disruptions do not occur in the future. 

Press Release 

https://www.imda.gov.sg/about/newsroom/media-releases/2016/imda-imposes-145000-financial-penalty-on-singnet-for-pay-tv-service-disruptions
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SOUTH AFRICA 

A. Cybercrimes and Cybersecurity Bill 

In December 2016, the Cybercrimes and Cybersecurity Bill was approved by the Cabinet (which 

is the most senior level of the executive branch of the Government of South Africa). The Bill 

will now be presented to Parliament, for consideration and approval. 

The Bill aims to put measures in place to effectively deal with cybercrime offences (including 

the unlawful access or interception of protected data) and to address aspects relating to cyber 

security. It also sets out provisions dealing with international cooperation with foreign countries 

in respect of the investigation of cybercrime. 

Bill 

http://www.google.co.za/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=2&cad=rja&uact=8&sqi=2&ved=0ahUKEwjbjMCP-trSAhWsCsAKHb44ALEQFggyMAE&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.justice.gov.za%2Flegislation%2Finvitations%2Fcybercrimesbill2015.pdf&usg=AFQjCNFGQuBFDQtrNixTEdEN4CRcuwrqqA&bvm=bv.149397726,bs.1,d.d2s
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SWEDEN 

 

A. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS 

i) The Swedish Consumer Agency discontinues co-operations with NIX 

For nearly 18 years, the Swedish Consumer Agency (the “CA”) and the industry organisation 

NIX-Telefon (“NIX”) have co-operated for the purpose of preventing unwanted telemarketers to 

contact consumers. Through the co-operation, Swedish consumers have been able to opt-out 

from telemarketing by signing-up for the NIX register. If a company contacted a consumer 

registered in the NIX register, then the company breached the Swedish Marketing Practices Act 

(the “MPA”). 

Recently, the CA has declared that the NIX register has so many loopholes and exceptions that 

the service does not provide full protection against unwanted telemarketing. Therefore, the CA 

has terminated the co-operation with immediate effect. The CA has also written to the Swedish 

Government proposing legislation which requires that telephone sellers must obtain explicit 

consent from the consumers prior to telemarking activities directed to the consumer. The 

Swedish Government has so far not reacted to the proposal. 

NIX still proceeds with its services, but now without support from the CA. It is uncertain how 

the ongoing progress on prevention of unwanted telemarketing will develop, but there have been 

several cases during the last years where the CA has challenged the telemarketing practices and 

it appears clear that the CA is trying to establish stricter practice in this area. 

Link 

ii) Marketing of “vegetarian” food has been considered misleading 

In a short period of time, three major brands in the food industry, Lidl, Felix and Max, have been 

convicted of misleading marketing by the Swedish Advertising Ombudsman (“RO”). In all three 

cases, the companies had promoted different food as “vegetarian”, although there had been 

animal additives and/or flavourings in the food. 

In the decisions, the RO argued that if a food package is labelled with “vegetable”, “vegetarian” 

or the like, it would normally be regarded as misleading if an ingredient, like additives and 

flavourings of animal origin, is included in the food. 

However, in some cases it might be considered acceptable to use the concept “vegetarian” even 

though the food contains such additives or flavourings. An example could be when a pizza with 

cheese is designated as vegetarian, as it is customary in Sweden that vegetarian pizzas are sold 

with cheese included. 

http://www.konsumentverket.se/aktuella-konsumentproblem/nyheter-och-pressmeddelanden/pressmeddelanden/2017/ko-till-regeringen-nix-telefon-ger-inget-fullgott-skydd/
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In other cases, when milk or eggs entering the food which is otherwise free of animal 

ingredients, the RO suggested that concepts like “lacto-vegetarian” or “ovovegetarian” should be 

used, instead of “vegetarian”. 

Link 

Link 

Link 

http://www.reklamombudsmannen.org/uttalande/lidl-vegoratter
http://www.reklamombudsmannen.org/uttalande/felix-veggie
http://www.reklamombudsmannen.org/uttalande/max-vegetarisk-restaurang
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TAIWAN 

A. TFTC warned telecom service providers not to reach a mutual consensus for 

concerted actions by releasing announcements in the media 

On February 14, 2017, the Taiwan Fair Trade Commission (“TFTC”) warned telecom service 

providers not to reach a mutual consensus for concerted actions by releasing announcements in 

the media.  Taiwan Mobile, the second largest telecom service provider in Taiwan, told local 

media that the company is very likely to phase out its NT$699 unlimited internet plans (4G) by 

the end of February 2017 and hopes that telecom service providers could compete in a rational 

manner.  After Taiwan Mobile’s announcement, Chunghwa Telecom, the largest Taiwanese 

telecom service provider, also told the media that it plans to discontinue offering its NT$699 

unlimited internet plans (4G) at the end of February 2017.  The TFTC indicated that if the two 

companies and/or other telecom service providers use the media as a platform to communicate 

their consensus on their future 4G service plan and then cease low-priced package plans 

accordingly, the companies would be deemed to violate the concerted action (cartel regulations) 

under the Fair Trade Act.  The TFTC indicated that it will keep monitoring the ensuing action 

taken by each telecom company to ensure no illegal cartel scheme is adopted in this regard. 

Press Release (Traditional Chinese Version ONLY) 

B. MOTC amended the Mandatory and Prohibited Provisions of Standard Contract 

for Hotel Bookings made by Individual Visitors 

On January 24, 2017, the Ministry of Transportation & Communications (“MOTC”) amended 

the Mandatory and Prohibited Provisions of Standard Contract for Hotel Bookings made by 

Individual Visitors, which took effect in the same month. The new law increases the deposit limit 

up to 50% of the room price to reserve a room during consecutive public holidays of no less than 

three days, and allows hotel operators to collect 100% of the room price as deposit in advance, 

provided that hotel operators must refund 100% of the deposit if the visitors cancel the 

reservation within three days before the arrival date.  Alternatively, hotel operators may keep the 

deposit from visitors as a prepaid amount to be offset against a future reservation made within 

one year. 

 

Press Release (Traditional Chinese Version ONLY)

http://www.ftc.gov.tw/internet/main/doc/docDetail.aspx?uid=126&docid=14992
http://www.cpc.ey.gov.tw/News_Content.aspx?n=3840722B002ADEAB&s=B520C354487CDD32
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THAILAND 

A. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS 

i) Amendments to the Direct Selling and Direct Marketing Act Passed by the 

National Legislative Assembly 

On October 13, 2016, the amendment to the Direct Selling and Direct Marketing Act passed the 

first hearing by the National Legislative Assembly. The amendment aims to protect consumers 

from being at a disadvantage and to provide a security guarantee if any damages to consumers 

occurs. The amendment also requires that operators must register as a partnership or company to 

operate direct sales or direct marketing businesses. In the case of a violation, there will also be an 

increase in both fine and imprisonment. 

ii) The Public Hearing on the Draft Defective Product Liability Act by OCPB 

The Office of the Consumer Protection Board held a public hearing for the draft Defective 

Product Liability Act on February 3, 2017. The draft provides for consumer rights with regards 

to defective products, in addition to those under the current Civil and Commercial Code and the 

Consumer Protection Act. It is expected to be enacted within one to two years. 

B. ENFORCEMENT/FINANCIAL PRACTICES 

On January 13, 2017, the Secretariat of the Office of the Consumer Protection Board (the 

“Board”) reported the 2016 enforcement statistics, totaling 5,251 cases involving 

THB546,803,371. In addition, the Board had the resolution to proceed with legal actions against 

certain operators in tour businesses, car and second hand car businesses, fitness businesses, 

tourism businesses and real estate businesses. 
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VIETNAM 

A. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS 

i) Decision No. 1997/QD-TTg on Approval for Development Program of 

Customer Protection Activities in the 2016-2020 period 

On October 18, 2016, Decision No. 1997/QD-TTg on Approval for Development Program of 

Customer Protection Activities in the period of 2016-2020 took effect. The main targets of the 

program are to: establish and implement mechanisms, policies, and solutions for supporting 

consumer protection in Vietnam; enhancing qualifications, capacity, and responsibilities of the 

State authorities, social organizations and enterprises; and raising consumers’ awareness with the 

aim of reaching some achievements in consumer protection and of contributing to social justice 

and national sustainable development. 

One of the specific targets of the program is to ensure that by 2020, at least 80% consumers’ 

complaints and requests will be received, consulted and assisted by the State regulatory 

authorities and social organizations on consumer protection, traders and service providers, and 

the percentage of settlement shall exceed 70% of filed complaints. 

Besides the content, the program focuses on the following main points: 

 To plan and initiate Vietnamese Consumer Rights Day; 

 To circulate and popularize policies and laws on consumer protection; 

 To train and develop human resources to protect customers’ benefits; 

 To establish nationwide switchboards for consumer consulting; 

 To establish mediation agencies on consumer protection; 

 To intensify inspection and assessment of consumer goods and service quality; 

 To create a national consumer protection database; 

 To implement an “Action of Enterprises for the Benefit of Consumer” program; 

 To promote international cooperation in consumer protection; and 

 To stipulate other activities for consumer protection according to the reality and 

regulations of laws. 

On January 20, 2017, in Hanoi, the Competition Management Department (“MOIT”) held a 

ceremony to launch the program “Enterprises to act in response to Consumer Rights Day in 

Vietnam”, which will be carried out nationally until the end of March 2017. 

Link 

http://hethongphapluatvietnam.com/decision-no-1997-qd-ttg-dated-october-18-2016-on-approval-for-consumer-protection-program-in-period-of-2016-2020.html
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ii) Ministry of Industry and Trade Issues Plan to Encourage Promotion of 

Consumer Rights 

On October 12, 2016, the Ministry of Industry and Trade issued Plan No. 9701/KH-BCT on the 

organization of consumers’ rights in Vietnam in 2017, which encourages the organisation and 

carrying-out of activities in favour of consumers throughout 2017. The activities in response to 

Consumers’ Rights Day in Vietnam will be held in March 2017 with a title: “Enterprises for 

Consumers”. 

iii) Food Safety Department Issues Project Plan for Food Safety 

On November 2, 2016, the Food Safety Department of the Ministry of Health proposed food 

safety targets to be achieved in 2016, including: 

 80% of facilities of producing, trading and processing food inspected would meet 

requirements on hygiene and food safety; 

 70% of producers, processors, trader and consumers of food would have proper 

knowledge and practice on food safety; and 

 Over 85% of food service facilities managed by the Province/City and facilities of 

producing and trading of food managed by Health Sector would be certified for 

food safety. 

iv) National Steering Committee Introduces Plan to Combat Smuggling, Trade 

Fraud and Counterfeit Goods 

On November 17, 2016, the National Steering Committee against smuggling, trade fraud and 

counterfeit goods addressed the issue of trade fraud and counterfeit goods before, during and 

after the 2017 Lunar New Year. The Plan will introduce measures to strengthen inspections and 

control the market to promptly detect, prevent, and handle the illegal transportation and 

smuggling of goods across borders, and the production and trading of fake and substandard 

goods. 
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UNITED KINGDOM 

 

A. Policy proposals 

 

United Kingdom Chancellor of the Exchequer, Philip Hammond, announced in early March that 

the government would soon issue a green paper on consumer protection and markets.  The 

government intends to adopt certain changes, including enhancing the enforcement authority of 

the Competition and Markets Authority (the “CMA”) to allow the body to ask courts to order 

civil fines against firms that mislead or mistreat consumers.  Currently, UK law only allows the 

CMA to request a fine in limited circumstances.  The government also announced that it would 

take steps to make consumer terms and conditions (such as those in online transactions) clearer, 

and analyze measures to protect consumers from unexpected costs in recurring payments.   

Link 

http://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=4da6bbe3-4749-4239-9bde-99e2b00b18b0

